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Despite its wide use as a tool to enhance

leadership development, the current way in

which the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI)
is administered provides limited value to

managers. This paper reviews how to interpret
the MBTI, examines some of its conceptual and
psychometric weaknesses, and identifies its

misuse in leadership development.
Inconsistencies between Jung’s (1923/1971)
conceptual study, upon which the MBTI is

based, and how the instrument was developed
and applied are examined. To improve the

administration and interpretation of the MBTI
in leadership development users of the MBTI
are advised to make careful assessments of type
when raw scores are "slight" for any
dimension, analyze how organizations as

"strong situations" can overcome the predicted
behavior of type, and consider the potential
interaction of needs with type and its potential
impact on managerial behavior. Users may
also consider the adoption of the "Big Five "
model of personality as a substitute for the
MBTI.

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI)
is by far the most widely used and studied

psychological test today, with over three million
people a year completing the assessment

instrument (Gardner & Martinko, 1996;
Offermann & Spiros, 2001). A virtual cottage
industry has developed using this test in a

variety of organizational and individual settings,
including: team building; management
development; decision making; leadership; and

managerial effectiveness (Gardner & Martinko,
1996); hiring decisions (Taylor & Zimmerer,
1988); and academic advising and career

counseling (Johnson, Johnson, Murphy, Weiss,
& Zimmerman, 1998). As executive coaching
has become ever more popular in organizations
today, the use of the MBTI as a leadership
development tool has increased even more

(Kiel, Rimmer, Williams, & Doyle, 1996).
The MBTI often appears in organizational

training and development catalogs, sometimes
used as a stand-alone program or as a lead-in to
a leadership training program. For example, one
major pharmaceutical company’s training
catalog offers a program designed to enhance
one’s influencing skills and links the use of

influencing tactics with the MBTI (Johnson &

Johnson Learning Services Consortium, 2000).
Yet, in the Consulting Psychologists Press’s
review of the MBTI literature, a distributor of
the MBTI, there is no mention of how the MBTI
is related to influencing tactics (Walck, 1996).
The MBTI has extensive use because it is based
on Jungian theory of personality; it is used for

non-clinical, normal populations; and is easily
administered and interpreted by individuals
trained outside the field of psychology
(Johnson, Mauzey, Johnson, Murphy, &

Zimmerman, 2001). Because the results of the
MBTI are subject to a variety of environmental
influences, such as work tasks and

organizational climate and values,
interpretations have to be treated with caution
and individually verified (Hirsch & Kummerow,
1998; Jung, 1923/1971). Consequently, when
used in the field of leadership development, the
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MBTI is being used in ways not originally
designed. This paper will provide an

examination of how to interpret the MBTI,
identify some of the conceptual and

psychometric weaknesses of the instrument, and
focus especially on its misuse in leadership
development. Some suggestions for improving
the application of the MBTI in leadership
development settings will be offered, as well.

Using the MBTI

A vast literature exists explaining how to
interpret the MBTI and its implications to

management. This is not the place to examine
that literature except to review some basic

concepts. (See Hirsh & Kummerow, 1998 and

Myers & McCaulley, 1985 for complete details
in interpreting the MBTI.)

The MBTI consists of four attitudes or

orientations - Extraversion-Introversion and

Judging- Perceiving - and four functions -

Sensing-Intuition and Thinking-Feeling. The E-
I dichotomy deals with where people focus their
attention; the S-N dichotomy deals with how
people prefer to take in information; the T-F
dichotomy deals with how people make

decisions; and the J-P dichotomy deals with how
people deal with the outer world (Myers, 1998).
Using the MBTI, sixteen distinct personality
types exist. Organizational characteristics
associated with each attitude and function are
shown in Table 1.
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Table 1

Organizational Characteristics Associated With Each MBTI Attitude and Function
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When using the MBTI, it is not only
important to know your type but to understand
the order in which you use your functions. Thus
there are dominant, auxiliary, tertiary, and

inferior functions, and they indicate a set of

preferences and use. The dominant function is
the one that is most conscious, well-developed,
and most often used. To determine what

function is dominant, auxiliary and so on, a set
of intricate rules have been established. The

Judging attitude is related to the TF function
and the Perceiving attitude is related to the SN
function. What determines the dominant
function is whether the individual is extraverted
or introverted. For extraverts, the JP attitude

points directly to the dominant function and it is
extraverted. For introverts, the JP attitude

points to the auxiliary function, which is

extraverted; and hence, the other function is
dominant and is introverted. The tertiary
function is always the opposite of the auxiliary
function and it is neither introverted or

extraverted, and the inferior function is always
the opposite of the dominant function (Myers &

Kirby, 1994). Hence, two individuals may have
the same functions - SF - the same attitude

concerning where they get their energy from -
introversion - but differ over how they deal with
the outer world, i.e., one would be a Judging
type and the other a Perceiving type. According
to the MBTI, their behaviors will not be similar
because for the ISFJ, the Sensing function will
be dominant and introverted, and the Feeling
function will be an auxiliary function and
extraverted. For the ISFP, the Feeling function
will be dominant and introverted, and the

Sensing function will be an auxiliary function
and extraverted. According to Benfari (1999),
the ISFJs

are tactful and considerate....and they
consider all the nuances of their actions.
Their personal values determine their

actions, and to those who share their

values, they are extremely loyal, becoming
fierce defenders of their organizations’
welfare and of the status quo (p. 44).
The ISFPs are...in tune with their world,
using relevant facts and details to meet the
requirements of their jobs. They see the
needs of the moment and respond
accordingly. They like to express

themselves and their values through actions
instead of words and work devotedly at

projects that satisfy this need (pp. 39-40).
As will be discussed in the next section, if

the raw score difference on the JP attitude was

only one point, major differences in behaviors
between the ISFJ and ISFP would be noted

according to the MBTI. The ISFJs are likely to
be practical and realistic, and concrete and

specific in their behaviors. The ISFPs are more
likely to be trusting, kind, and considerate, and
sensitive in their ways (Myers, 1998). Others
are likely to see the ISFJs as &dquo;unassuming and
quiet...often putting the needs of others...ahead
of their own. They are uncomfortable with
confrontation and will go a long way to

accommodate others...&dquo; (Myers, 1998, p. 15).
ISFPs are also seen by others as quiet and
unassuming, but &dquo;their warmth, enthusiasm, and
playful humor may not be apparent to people
who don’t know them well&dquo; (Myers, 1998, p.
26). While both types are basically considerate
in their ways with others, people are more likely
to observe this underlying warmth in the ISFJs
because their Feeling function is extraverted but
for the ISFPs their Feeling function is

introverted.

Conceptual and Validity Issues of the
MBTI

The authors of the MBTI, Myers and

Briggs, studied and applied Jung’s (1923/1971)
theory of personality types to better understand
and predict people’s patterns of behavior (Myers
& Kirby, 1994). The evidence of the conceptual
underpinnings of the MBTI is mixed at best, and
should make users apply this instrument with
caution. Gardner’s and Martinko’s (1996)
extensive review of the instrument’s conceptual
properties found both supportive and non-

supportive findings.
Myers and Briggs attempted to

operationalize Jung’s theory in ways that were
inconsistent with his theory (Garden, 1991).
They added the Judging-Perceiving attitudes as
a means to determine what functions were the

dominant, auxiliary, tertiary, and inferior

(Salter, Evans, & Forney, 1997). Jung’s
(1923/1971) original work made no attempt
developing a systematic process to identify what
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function was dominant and what was auxiliary.
Jung emphasized that his typology was &dquo;the
result of many years of practical experience -
experience that (remained) completely closed to
the academic psychologist&dquo; (p. xii). Johnson et
al. (1998) go so far as to argue that Myers and
Briggs &dquo;embellished Jung’s theory by adding the
judgment-perception dichotomy&dquo; (p. 821).
Jung’s personality typology was originally
designed to help in the diagnosis of neuroses
whenever a particular attitude or function was
over used. For example, when discussing the
introvert, Jung (1923/1971) states that

should (one) become neurotic, it is the sign
of an almost complete identity of the ego
with the self; the importance of the self is
reduced to nil, while the ego is inflated

beyond measure. The whole world-

creating force of the subjective factor
becomes concentrated in the ego,

producing a boundless power-complex and
fatuous egocentricity (pp. 377-378).
When discussing the introverted feeling

type, Jung (1923/1971) warns that an egocentric
....begins consciously to feel ’what other
people think.’ Naturally, other people are
thinking all sorts of mean things, scheming
evil, contriving plots, secret intrigues, etc.
In order to forestall them, she herself is
obliged to start counter-intrigues, to suspect
other and sound them out and weave

counterplots. Beset by rumours, she must
make frantic efforts to get her own back
and be top dog. Endless clandestine
rivalries spring up, and in these embittered
struggles she will shrink from no baseness
or meanness, and will even prostitute her
virtues in order to play the trump card.
Such a state of affairs must end in
exhaustion. The form of neurosis is
neurasthenic rather than hysterical, often

with severe physical complications, such as
anemia ....(p. 391).
While Jung (1923/1971) warned that an

overuse of a particular type could result in some
form of neurosis, Myers and Briggs argue that
there is no right or wrong personality type.
According to Myers (1998), &dquo;each type
represents a valuable and reasonable way to be.
Each has its own potential strengths, as well as
its likely blind spots&dquo; (p. 8). Myers and Briggs

made no attempt to resolve this apparent
contradiction between the conceptual foundation
upon which the MBTI is based and its practical
application.

Besides the MBTI’s dubious conceptual
underpinnings, questions about its reliability and
validity have been raised. Test-retest
correlation values range from poor to good
depending on the dimension being measured.
Pittenger’s (1993) review of the psychometric
properties of the MBTI found that the Thinking-
Feeling scale was .48 and the Extraversion-
Introversion scale was as high as .73.

Reliability values are subject to fluctuations
because of how the MBTI is scored. A

continuous measure is initially used to score the
results of the MBTI. The raw scores can range
from &dquo;slight&dquo; to &dquo;very clear.&dquo; Regardless of the
raw scores, values are then dichotomized at a
zero point that separate boundaries between

types. The MBTI has tie-breaking rules to

follow in case there are no differences in raw
scores for a particular dimension. Such scoring
leads to poor reliability. Types are subject to
low reliability when preference values are slight
(Pittenger, 1993). In retests over a five week

period, a one point difference on a particular
dimension resulted in a reclassification of

personality type for 50 percent of the subjects in
the study. Pittenger (1993) concluded that the
scoring of the MBTI leads to an unstable

personality characteristic type.
Yet other studies have come to different

conclusions concerning the MBTI’s reliability.
Carlyn’s (1977) study demonstrated the MBTI
as an acceptably reliable self-report instrument.
Other studies, such as the McCarley and
Carskadon (as cited in Gardner & Martinko,
1996), found satisfactory evidence to support
the reliability of the MBTI’s type scores.

Gardner and Martinko (1996) review of the
literature on the conceptual properties of the
MBTI conclude that type scores are relatively
stable. The conflicting evidence surrounding
the reliability issue is likely caused by the
dichotomous scores that are used to measure

type. Continuous measures yield higher
reliabilities than dichotomous measures, and
hence are more appropriate for research

(Gardner & Martinko, 1996).
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The construct validity of the MBTI is

subject to considerable debate. As stated

earlier, Myers and Briggs operationalize Jung’s
theory by adding the Judging-Perceiving attitude
as the means to determine the order of use of the
various functions. There is no validation
evidence to conclude whether the JP attitude
determines the order of the functions and at

best, according to Garden (1991), should be
considered a &dquo;working hypothesis&dquo; (see also
Gardner & Martinko, 1996). The
inconclusiveness of the JP attitude’s construct

validity raises concern about its usefulness in
determining a type’s use of the various
functions. Myers and Briggs developed the
MBTI in many ways that were inconsistent with

Jung’s (1923/1971) theory of personality types.
Jung argued that the auxiliary function did not
act as a balancing mechanism, as Myers and
Briggs did, but that the dominant function was
the only function conscious to the individual;
the other three functions were in an unconscious
state (Garden, 1991). Jung (1923/1971, p. 406)
states: &dquo;....the rule holds good that besides the
conscious, primary function there is a relatively
unconscious, auxiliary function which is in

every respect different from the nature of the

primary function.&dquo; Thus the notion that trainers
and coaches can help managers develop their
least developed functions is contrary to Jungian
theory (Garden, 1991). Jung (1923/1971) makes
it quite clear the difficulties involved in making
a function other than the dominant conscious.

I have frequently observed how an analyst,
confronted with a terrific thinking type, for
instance, will do his utmost to develop the
feeling function directly out of the
unconscious. Such an attempt is

foredoomed to failure, because it involves
too great a violation of the conscious

standpoint (p. 407).
Serious side effects can occur if anyone

(i.e., analyst, trainer, coach) is successful in

making an unconscious function conscious.
Should the violation nevertheless be

successful, a really compulsive dependency
of the patient on the analyst ensues, a

transference that can only be brutally
terminated, because, having been left
without a standpoint, the patient has made
his standpoint the analyst (p. 407).

Another inconsistency between the MBTI
and Jung’s theory of personality types that
raises validity concerns deals with how the E-I
attitude is used. Myers and Briggs considered
introversion and extraversion attitude as

mutually-exclusive dimensions. Drawing from
Jung (1923/1971), Garden (1991) argues that
not everyone is either extraverted or introverted,
and these dimensions should not be considered
traits of character at all, but rather mechanisms
that an individual can switch on or off at will

(see Jung, 1923/1971, pp. 285-286). There is

little evidence to substantiate the notion that

everyone has a particular type. People can fall
into a &dquo;middle ground&dquo; that &dquo;isn’t typed because
its preferences are not habitual&dquo; (Garden, 1991,
p. 8). This middle ground may appear when a
preference for a function or attitude is slight.
Hence, there may appear three groups, where
one function is extraverted; another function
that is introverted; and a &dquo;third group that isn’t
typed because its preferences are not habitual&dquo;
(Garden, 1991, p. 8). To the extent that there is
doubt about whether the E-I attitude is a

dichotomous dimension, using the MBTI
becomes at best a simplified process in

assessing an individual’s personality, and at

worst a highly questionable process.
Another validity issue deals with the

structure of the four factors of the MBTI. Coan

(1978) and Comrey (1983) (as cited in Healy,
1989) questioned the construct validity of the
MBTI scales. The psychometric properties of
each factor of the MBTI functioning as a two-
pole or bi-modal dimension has questionable
empirical support. McCrae and Costa (1989)
found no support for the view of dichotomous
dimensions; instead the instrument measures
four independent factors. Thus, for example,
the IE construct measured only an individual’s
degree of social extroversion or lack thereof
rather than introversion (Healy, 1989).
Introversion, according to Jung (1923/1971, p.
325), relates to directing energy inward towards
one’s subjective sphere, thereby masking his
real self. The MBTI does not measure this

component of the personality, only the external
one. Other studies found the J-P and S-N

factors correlating highly with one another

(Pittenger, 1993). There is no consensus of

opinion, however, concerning the underlying
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factor structure of the MBTI instrument. Tzeng,
Outcalt, Boyer, Ware, and Landis’ study (1984)
supported the psychometric structure of the
MBTI. They found evidence to support the
four-factor structure using the dichotomous

dimensions; found no correlations between any
of the two dichotomous poles and relatively low
correlations across any of the dimensions. As

with the reliability issue, Johnson et al.’s (2001 )
review of the validity literature on the MBTI
found mix results on its psychometric
properties.

Walck’s (1992) study identified additional
validity weaknesses in the MBTI. In the
Walck’s (1992) study, respondents first

determined their Indicator Type by completing
the MBTI. Counselors then explained type
theory and respondents were given the

opportunity to identify their True Type by use of
behavioral examples. True Type is a measure
for assessing the accuracy of Indicator Type. In

this regard it is a form of assessing convergent
validity. If the MBTI does not accurately
measure True Type, the validity of research
based solely on Indicator Type is questionable.
The accuracy of the MBTI in predicting
respondents’ True Type ranged from 60 percent
to 85 percent, and 80 percent disagreements
between True Type and the MBTI occurred
when scores were slight preferences (Walck,
1992). (It should be noted that a new version of
the MBTI, Form M, was recently developed in
1998 in order to address many of the

psychometric weaknesses noted in earlier
versions of the MBTI. As of today, the Form M
data base necessary for research is limited, and
to what extent this new version is an

improvement over earlier versions remains to be
seen, according to Quenk, 2000)

Given the MBTI’s complex factor structure
and the extensive research done on the MBTI’s

psychometric properties, it should come as no

surprise that results on its reliability and validity
are mixed. What is of greater concern here is
how the MBTI is used to enhance leadership
development. Because organizations are

complex entities, making interpretations of

types based on a set of rules without considering
the subtle yet powerful organizational forces

operating on individuals limit the value of the
MBTI.

How the MBTI is Used in Leadership
Development

Human resource managers, trainers, and

executive coaches use the MBTI in a variety of
ways. It is usually used in a workshop format or
part of some leadership development program.
The author has observed that in a MBTI

workshop participants learn the fundamentals of
type theory: what are their types; identify their
dominant and least developed functions; and
begin to appreciate type diversity so that
different types can work more effectively
together. Unfortunately, after a MBTI

workshop some participants return to their work
environments believing that their type is

incompatible with others and may post a sign on
their desk saying &dquo;ESTP spoken here&dquo; (Moore,
1987).

More constructive uses of the MBTI will
have participants gaining an increase in self-

awareness. This is arguably best accomplished
on an individual basis rather than in a group
setting. Executive coaches commonly use the
MBTI as a feedback tool to gather critical
information about their clients (Ennis, 2002;
Kiel et al., 1996). It is often one of the initial

steps that coaches use in enhancing their clients’
leadership development. Clients gain an

understanding of their behavior and motives
towards others. McGonagill (2002) illustrates
how the MBTI is used in this fashion:

Chris’s MBTI profile indicated ENFP, a
people-oriented style with a tendency to see
the big picture, place a high emphasis on
values and feelings, and exercise great
flexibility. Like most ENFPs, Chris was
reluctant to hurt other people’s feelings,
which caused him to avoid conflict and
withhold negative evaluations. His

tendency to overcommit resulted from the
same pattern: he did not want others to be

disappointed. Of course, his strategies only
worked in the short-run. Using the MBTI
personality inventory to understand the
motives underlying his behavior helped
Chris improve his ability to say no in order
to avoid even greater pain later on (p. 70).
An innovative and relatively unexplored

approach in using the MBTI with executives is
to help them deal with mid-life development. At
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mid-life, usually defined after the age of 40, the
least developed functions often intrude into our
personality and demand more attention

(Fitzgerald, 2002). Jung’s (1933) mid-life
clients often complained about a lack of zest and
fulfillment in their lives. As Jung states

elegantly:
The nearer we approach to the middle of
life, and the better we have succeeded in
entrenching ourselves in our personal
standpoints and social positions, the more it
appears as if we had discovered the right
course and the right ideals and principles of
behaviour. For this reason we suppose
them to be eternally valid, and make a
virtue of unchangeably clinging to them.
We wholly overlook the essential fact that
the achievements which society rewards are
won at the cost of a diminution of

personality. Many - far too many - aspects
of life which should also have been

experienced lie in the lumber room among
dusty memories. Sometimes, even, they are
glowing coals under grey ashes....We see
that in this phase of life - between thirty-
five and forty - a significant change in the
human psyche is in preparation....Often it
is something like a slow change in a

person’s character; in another case certain
traits may come to light which had

disappeared in childhood; or again,
inclinations and interests begin to weaken
and others arise to take their places (p.
104).
With the help of a coach, senior-level

executives can begin to explore new ways to
make their lives more productive and

interesting. As executives mature in age they
may begin using their least developed functions
in ways that make their lives more meaningful.
For example, a senior-level Sensing type may
reveal a new found interest in art, poetry, or

psychology as a means to develop their Intuitive
function. While these Sensing types may find
their mid-life Intuition unsettling and strange,
nevertheless it is often interesting and

productive (Fitzgerald, 2002). Fitzgerald’s
assessments, however, are based on individual
case studies, with no empirical evidence to

support the use of the MBTI in this fashion. At
this time, these preliminary fmdings should be

viewed as tentative hypotheses until more

rigorous studies are performed..
Using the MBTI as a tool to study various

aspects of leadership has led to disappointing
results. In Walck’s (1996) review of the

literature, no relationship between type and

leadership style was found using Fiedler’s and
Hersey and Blanchard’s Situational Theories.
While one could hypothesize that Feeling types
are more likely to use a participating style
because of their concern for others’ interests,
results have not supported this notion.

Attributing the absence of a statistical

relationship solely to the MBTI’s shortcomings
is unfair since weak psychometric properties
and ambiguous conceptualization have been

reported to support both the Hersey and
Blanchard’s LEAD instrument and Fiedler’s
LPC contingency model (Yukl, 1998). Different
studies found different relationships between
type and transformational leadership, but in all
cases the correlations were so low as to suggest
that moderating factors were likely to affect

leadership behavior (Walck, 1996). There

appears to be some relationship between

creativity and the ability to manage change, two
critical components of transformational

leadership, with Intuition. Walck concludes her
assessment of type and leadership by stating:

Since the perspective of the rater as a

subordinate, peer, or supervisor and the
similarity of type of rater to ratee appear to
influence the rater’s perception of a

manager’s leadership ability, results of
multirater feedback should be used with
caution (p. 67).
Nevertheless, this has not deterred

consultants and coaches from using type to help
identify strengths and weaknesses of managers
in order to improve their leadership skills

(Walck, 1996). For example, executive coaches
use the MBTI to assess whether problems that
their clients are having with others in matters
dealing with conflict and collaboration are due
to their personality styles (Dotlich & Cairo,
1999).
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Type Differences and Understanding
Leadership Behavior

Considerable debate exists over the extent
to which individual dispositions (personality
characteristics, attitudes, needs) versus

situations (job position, level, organizational
culture) affect behavior in organizations (Davis-
Blake & Pfeffer, 1989; House, Shane, & Herold,
1996). Both perspectives provide important
insights into understanding leadership behavior.
According to the &dquo;situational&dquo; argument, the

MBTI, and for that matter other personality
inventories, is limited in its leadership
explanatory power because organizational
settings are considered &dquo;strong situations&dquo;

(Davis-Blake & Pfeffer, 1989). When managers
occupy a particular function, such as in

marketing, they often behave in ways that are
consistent with their roles, regardless of their
MBTI type. Michael and Yukl (2000) studied
the relationship between networking behaviors
and the Extraversion-Introversion attitude,
hypothesizing that extraverts engage in more

networking than introverts. They reasoned that
extraverts are more comfortable meeting new
people, enjoy having them around, and

communicating with them on a regular basis
than introverts. They found, however, no

difference in the frequency in which networking
behaviors were performed between extraverts
and introverts, controlling for the effects of
function. Thus, introverts holding marketing
positions performed networking activities as

often as extraverts. In another finding, &dquo;strong
situations&dquo; were exerted on staff personnel,
regardless of type, to engage in more

networking activities than line personnel
because of their greater dependencies on and
lack of formal authority over others within

organizations (Michael & Yukl, 2000). The

effects of personality types are likely to be

superseded by the organizational role pressures
facing staff personnel.

The extraversion trait, however, becomes a
factor in deciding who gravitates to what

management activity. In Benfari’s (1999)
Fortune 100 managerial sample of over 1000
middle- and upper-level managers, extraverts

made up 51 percent of the sample. Myers and
McCaulley (1985) indicate, however, that nearly

75 percent of marketing personnel are

extraverts, which corresponds to Michael and
Yulk’s (2000) sample where 71 percent of

marketing personnel were extraverts. While

situational demands may lead to similar levels
of networking behaviors among extraverts and
introverts in marketing positions, the fact that
extraverts are drawn to such positions in much
higher percentage than introverts provides
evidence of the role that personality traits play
in determining management activities

(anonymous reviewer’s comments).
While the dispositional perspective using

the MBTI provides limited insight into

understanding leadership behavior, it becomes
critical when people’s needs are used. Needs
express managers’ personalities and influence
how they function in organizations (Benfari,
1999). Glasser (1998), a major figure in

psychotherapy, argues that personalities are

derived by need strength and do not change over
time. Needs are more likely to overcome the
effects of organizations as &dquo;strong situations&dquo;

and, when used in conjunction with the MBTI,
may provide a better understanding of

leadership behavior than using the MBTI alone.
Two needs in particular - power and
achievement - are useful in this regard.
Managers with a high need for power seek to
influence others and generally engage in

activities that enhance their leadership positions
(McClelland, 1961). They often engage in

highly visible activities in order to command
attention in their organizations (Winter, 1988).
For example, empirical data supported the

hypothesis that the power need increases the

frequencies in which managers engage in

networking activities, regardless of their

managerial level (Michael & Yukl, 2000).
Managers with high power needs attempt to

control channels of communication so that they
are in charge (McClelland, 1975). A high
power need is viewed as an alternative source of

personal power to help explain why some
managers in structurally similar positions
possess greater levels of power (Schminke,
1992). Possessing a high power need alone is
insufficient in explaining effective leadership.
Utilizing power without some greater good in
mind can result in personal dominance and
winning at others’ expense (McClelland, 1985).
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Managers can use power to achieve social goals
rather than personal goals or what is referred to
by McClelland (1985) as activity inhibition.
McClelland and Boyatzis (1982) uncovered an
effective leadership pattern in managers who

possessed a high power need and activity
inhibition. Additional empirical evidence
indicated that a high power need and activity
inhibition were positively related to both U.S.

presidential charismatic behavior and U. S.

presidential performance (House, Spangler, &

Woycke, 1991). The evidence from these
various empirical and conceptual studies

suggests that needs may have a stronger
relationship with leadership behavior and
effectiveness than personality type and may
overcome the effects of organizations as &dquo;strong
situations.&dquo;

Using the MBTI alone provides an

incomplete picture of managerial behavior.

There is an enormous amount of management
styles that go beyond the sixteen types identified
by Myers and Briggs because of the interaction
of needs and personality types.

...two managers types as ENTJs -
sometimes called ’’commandant’ types -
may come across very different because of
their individual needs constellations. One

ENTJ may have high needs for dominance
and achievement, while another may have
high needs for achievement and affiliation.
The first ENTJ manager will probably have
a bossy, domineering leadership style,
while the second will be a participatory
leader (Benfari, 1999, p. 111 ).
The interaction of needs and personality

types raises serious questions about the
effectiveness of trainers and coaches that only
use the MBTI to assess managers’ personalities.
They are providing an incomplete picture of
how managers behave in organizations if needs
are ignored. And even if needs are covered,
there is little empirical research to guide trainers
and coaches on how to explain such

interactions.
Some research has been done linking the

FIRO-B, a psychological instrument that

explains how three personal needs affect various
interpersonal relations, with the MBTI (Schnell
& Hammer, 1997). The three needs that are part
of the FIRO-B are:

1 ) Need for inclusion: deals with forming
new relations and determines to what extent an
individual seeks contact with others.

2) Need for control: determines to what
extent an individual seeks to dominate others.

3) Need for affection: determines the
extent that an individual seeks out closeness
with others (Schnell & Hammer, 1993).

FIRO-B also measures the extent to which
each need is &dquo;Expressed&dquo; i.e., whether an

individual will initiate the behaviors and
&dquo;Wanted&dquo; i.e., whether the individual prefers to
be the recipient of the behaviors (Schnell &

Hammer, 1993).
Extraversion correlated with all three needs

except Wanted Control; Feeling types correlated
with Expressed and Wanted Affection; and
Extraversion and Thinking correlated with

Expressed Control. A significant correlation
existed between Feeling types and Wanted
Control. The ISFJs and the ISFPs correlated

highest with Wanted Control, and the NTs and
STs had the lowest correlation (Schnell &

Hammer, 1997). Much of this research lacked
theory development, was based on simple
correlations between needs and type
dimensions, and did not identify the interaction
effects of needs and type.

The achievement need has received more
attention of late because it is one of the

components of emotional intelligence
(Goleman, 1995; Goleman, 1998). Managers
with a high need for achievement are results-
oriented, set challenging but attainable goals,
take calculated risks, and continuously seek out
ways to improve their performance (Goleman,
1998). Regardless of their type, such
individuals pay close attention to details in order
to gather as much information as needed to
reduce uncertainty. As Goleman (1998) states:

...this drive to handle uncertainty can also
foster meticulous attention to details that
matter. Superior performers are adept at
putting into place systems that track

progress or ensure a better quality and flow
of data (p. 118).
While there are few studies at this time to

link emotional intelligence with effective

leadership, there is face validity to show that the
construct is worthy of further study to examine
its potential link with leadership (Yukl, 2002).
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Pearman (2002) has made an initial attempt to
show how personality type can aid in the

development of emotional intelligence.
Yukl’s (2002) overall evaluation of the use

of traits as indicators of leadership skills has not
been promising. Many of the problems
identified with the MBTI also plagued trait
research in general such as: conceptual
limitations, lack of theory to explain how traits
are associated with leadership effectiveness, and
the lack of studies that show the

interrelationships of traits with needs.

How Should the MBTI Be Used in

Leadership Training?

The quick answer to this question is easy -
use with caution. But just how do you do that?
A few suggestions are provided below based on
the analysis of the MBTI that this paper has
provided.

Given some of the reliability and validity
concerns identified, trainers and coaches have to
use the MBTI with caution when individuals
score &dquo;slight&dquo; on any given dimension. Trainers
and coaches should consider how individuals’

personality types would change if the scoring
was changed to another dimension if a &dquo;slight&dquo;
score was reported, especially if the difference
was by one item or if tie breaking rules were
enforced. For example, if someone scored 14
for Sensing and 12 for Intuition, a change in one
item to Intuition would make the raw points
equal. The tie-breaking rule in this instance
would make the personality type an Intuitive.
An ESFP type, whose dominant function is

Sensing and extraverted and inferior function is
Intuition and introverted, would become an

ENFP, whose dominant function is Intuition and
extraverted and inferior function is Sensing and
introverted. A complete reversal of the
dominant and inferior function would result.
Users of the MBTI may misinterpret people’s
personality types and make inaccurate
recommendations about what functions need

additional development. This is most likely to
occur in a group setting, where trainers are

unable to evaluate people individually. Stand-
alone programs using the MBTI as a means to
introduce type to individuals have less value
unless personalize attention is provided to those

individuals scoring &dquo;slight.&dquo; Executive coaches
can overcome this problem through careful

evaluation of their clients. Under close scrutiny,
the MBTI can provide an increase self-
awareness of one’s behavior and decision

making style, especially if used in conjunction
with the FIRO-B instrument. It is recommended
that &dquo;slight&dquo; scores on any dimension be retested
within six weeks to determine the stability of the
personality types. (See Pittenger, 1993, for

empirical evidence that shows how unstable

types can be even over a five-week period.)
Human resource personnel who oversee

training programs should challenge trainers to
justify their use of the MBTI in leadership
development programs. Why are they using it?
How does it relate to the specific aspect of
leadership that is being trained? What specific
value is derived from using it and can the value-
added be measured? Considerable cost savings
can be derived by dropping the MBTI from
leadership training programs if the answers are
inadequate.

When the MBTI is used in leadership
training programs, participants should realize
that understanding their type provides a limited
view of what their behavior might be. Trainers

and coaches must insure that participants
individually consider how their positions and
other organizational forces influence their

behavior. &dquo;Strong situations&dquo; can overcome the
predicted behavior of type and make managers
behave in ways that are inconsistent with their

type. For example, organizational pressures can
subtly influence Intuition types, by virtue of
their positions, to gain an appreciation of the use
of facts and slowly work towards final
decisions.

A more thorough understanding of

managers’ behavior must incorporate needs.
This is by far the most difficult challenge in
using the MBTI because there is little data
available to guide trainers and coaches in

understanding the interactions between needs
and types. Executive coaches are accustomed to
brainstorming, model building and hypothesis
testing with their clients as a means to obtain
additional insights into their behavior (Berger &
Fitzgerald, 2002; McGonagill, 2002). To attain
the most out of the MBTI, users will have to
assess their clients’ needs, and through
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deductive reasoning and hypothesis testing
understand how the interaction of needs and

type may affect behavior.

Finally, users of the MBTI might consider
adopting what is referred to as the &dquo;Big Five&dquo;
model of personality, which consists of five
personality traits: emotionality stability,
extraversion, openness to experience,
agreeableness, and conscientiousness

(Viswesvaran & Deniz, 2000). There is

empirical evidence to support its construct

validity (Sadowski & Cogbum, 1997) and

predictive validity related to job performance
(Barrick & Mount, 1991; Tett, Jackson, &

Rothstein, 1991). The NEO-PI, which is a

measure of the Big Five, provides the advantage
of working with &dquo;a smaller number of broadly
defined categories that would simplify the

development of trait theories&dquo; (Yukl, 2002:

191). There are, however, three potential
problems with using the Big Five model of
personality. First, more research is required to
determine the validity of its psychometric
properties and predictive power (Yukl, 2002).
Second, there is an existing generation of
trainers and coaches who are accustomed to

using the MBTI, and to expect them to switch to
another personality instrument at this time is

highly unlikely. If the Big Five model has a
future in leadership development and coaching
it lies with the next generation of trainers and
coaches. Finally, unlike the MBTI which

provides positive feedback across the 16 types,
using the Big Five in work settings, such as in
training and coaching, tends to be evaluative in
nature. Individuals may not want to learn that

they are neurotic or lack agreeableness, to name
two of the factors that make up the Big Five
Model. As more researchers use the Big Five
model to study various outcomes in the

workplace that attitude may begin to change,
especially among senior decision makers who
will want better assessment procedures in order
to enhance competitiveness for their

organizations (Antonioni, 1998; Barrick &

Mount, 1991; Goodstein & Lanyon, 1999).
This paper has raised some serious issues

about the use of the MBTI. However, we
should not &dquo;throw the baby out with the bath
water.&dquo; The MBTI definitely has a place in
leadership development programs if used with

caution. This will require trainers and coaches
to adjust how they use the MBTI and

incorporate some of the points suggested in this
paper. Using the MBTI in a rigid fashion, as it
is often presented, may lead to inaccurate
assessments of people’s personalities. Instead,
if users take into consideration some of the
weaknesses of the MBTI, and consider what
adjustments might be necessary in order to make
accurate assessments of people’s personalities,
then the MBTI can be a useful assessment

instrument in initiating changes in people’s
behavior.
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